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Abstract-The computation of the generalised Inverse A+ of matrix A depends critically 
and involves several matrix multiplications. It is shown here that if A is of the form 
OF A 
of the rank of A 
where Ai are row vectors, then A+ can be computed efficiently and accurately by a simple algebraic 
method. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The generalised inverse A+ of a matrix A has been studied by several authors [l-3] and an 
improved computational method due to Willner[4] depends critically on the correct deter- 
mination of the rank of A and involves several matrix multiplications. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
This paper is concerned about the generalised inverse of a special class of matrices usually 
encountered in the modelling and analysis of socio-technical systems. The matrix A is of the 
form 
allal 
A= 
: 
Al 
= 
aZ,k+la2.k+2. . . (12.211 
&,(m-l)k+l . . . am.mk 
1 
-42 
where the positive integer k = n/m ; i = 1,2, . . . m;(ik-k)<jC(ik+l);Uij#Ofor i=1,2,...m 
and the submatrices Ai are row vectors. 
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It follows from Hestenes[5] that A; t A+= 
1 *.*I AA 
Since the pseudo-inverse of a vector U is U’ = (U’ll Ul’), we have 
* 
ai,j=z ; d,i=x afi (2) 
i 
where arj are the elements of the conjugate transpose of A+. The computation of A+ as shown 
in (2) doesn’t depend upon the rank of A; it is very efficient in terms of core storage and 
execution time and is more accurate than the conventional methods for computing the 
generalised inverse of A, since the number of arithmetic operations involved here is very small. 
Further simplification occurs when the matrix A takes the following special forms. 
Case l:- 
3. SPECIAL CASES 
A= 
L 
Al 
Al 
.*‘. I Al 
Here,Ar=A*= . . . A,,, and therefore di+r.;+r =di, i. 
Case 2: = 
A= and all the elements of Ai are equal. 
Obviously, di+r,i+r =di,i = atI 
4.NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
m=3;n=9;k=3 
123 
A= 456 
789 1 
A+= 
l/14 .o 0 
2/14 0 0 
3114 0 0 
0 4177 0 
0 5177 0 
0 6177 0 
0 0 71194 
0 0 8/194 
0 0 9/194 
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